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When your lover has gone

Love comes wounded'rous

New love always sings.

But the

Ask any lover that you

And you'll soon discover

The

Leave you with aches that

Romance can bring.

Air.

When

When you're a lone
Who cares for star-lit skies

When you're a lone
Who cares for star-lit skies

You are a lone
Who cares for star-lit skies
When

You are a lone
Who cares for star-lit skies
When

When you're a lone
The magic moonlight dies

When you're a lone
The magic moonlight dies

You are a lone
The magic moonlight dies

At break of dawn
There is no sunrise

At break of dawn
There is no sunrise

At break of dawn
There is no, there is no sunrise

At break of dawn
There is no, there is no sunrise
When your lover has gone.

With lonely hours

The evening shadows bring

What lonely hours With memories lingering

What lonely hours

With memories lingering

What lonely hours With memories lingering

What lonely hours

With memories lingering

When your lover has gone, when your lover has gone. What

What lonely hours

The evening shadows bring

What lonely hours

The evening shadows bring

What lonely hours

The evening shadows bring

What lonely hours

The evening shadows bring

The evening shadows bring

What lonely hours

The evening shadows bring

What lonely hours

The evening shadows bring

What lonely hours

The evening shadows bring
When your lover has gone,
Like faded flow'rs
Life can't mean anything
Like faded flow'rs
Life can't mean anything
Like faded flow'rs
Life can't mean anything
Like faded flow'rs
Life can't mean anything

When your lover has gone,
When your lover has gone,
When your lover has gone,
When your lover has gone.

When your lover has gone,
When your lover has gone,
When your lover has gone.
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